Objective: Urinary incontinence (UI) is defined as the involuntary loss of urine and can constitute a hygiene or social problem for affected patients. Whether the UI incidence is higher in patients with schizophrenia than in the general population remains undetermined. Methods: The patients in this population-based cohort study were selected from the Taiwan National Health Insurance Research Database, using claims data from 2005 to 2011. We compared the incidence of UI between schizophrenia and nonschizophrenia cohorts. Cox proportional hazards regression models were employed for analyzing the risk of UI after adjustment for sex, age, and comorbidities. Results: The adjusted hazard ratio for UI in the schizophrenia cohort was 1.78-fold higher than that in the nonschizophrenia cohort. Furthermore, male patients with schizophrenia were more susceptible to UI than their female counterparts, and a higher risk of UI was observed among younger patients with schizophrenia. Conclusion: Compared with the general population, the risk of UI was higher among the patients with schizophrenia. Early diagnosis and intervention can increase the quality of life among patients with schizophrenia.
which symptoms are more strongly correlated. We also examined two subdomains of negative symptom, motivation/pleasure and expression, to investigate which subdomain has more strong correlation with social cognition ability. Methods: One hundred and twenty patients with schizophrenia were enrolled from three different hospitals. All patients were evaluated with Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms(SANS), Positive And Negative Symptom Scale(PANSS), Clinical Assessment Interview for Negative Symptoms(CAINS), Korean Facial Expressions of Emotion(KOFEE) and Eyes task. In this study, we carried out correlation between clinical symptoms and psychosocial factors. Then, structural equation modeling(SEM) was conducted, including factors that showed strong correlation. Results: Social cognition was significantly correlated with negative symptoms rather than positive symptoms. Eyes task was negatively correlated with CAINS total score and both two subdomains. Although Eyes task was a significant predictor for both subscales of CAINS, it had more explanatory power for motivation/pleasure subscale than expression subscale. The results of SEM, first model that KOFEE effects Eyes task and Eye task effects each negative symptoms, motivation/pleasure, expression indicated most good fit(χ 2 = 50.271, RMSEA = .046, CFI = .998, TLI = .984, SRMR = .051).
Conclusion:
The findings confirmed the hypothesized relations that social cognition is more strong correlation with negative symptoms rather than positive symptoms. In addition these results provide empirical support for pathway which reduced social cognition ability impacts on developing negative symptoms. 
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